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LANGUAGE LEVEL 
AND ANNUAL ISSUES
A TOT OF ENGLISH magazine is aimed at students 
learning English as a second language. It is structured 
in accordance with the Common European Framework. 
In relation to the three reference levels – basic level 
(A1, A2), autonomous level (B1, B2), mastery level (C1, 
C2) – A TOT OF ENGLISH magazine sits between 
levels A2 and B1 (pre-intermediate level). 

A TOT OF ENGLISH has two goals: to entertain and 
inform students with articles, games, comics, and cut-
outs; and to provide teachers with materials that are 
simple and easy to use. 

The magazine has a modular structure and is divided 
into six issues, each corresponding to a complete 
learning unit. A TOT OF ENGLISH can be used on its 
own, or as a valuable complement to a textbook, either 
in class or at home. This means, by the end of the 
school year, students will have completed a course in 
English at pre-intermediate level.

The structure of A TOT OF ENGLISH makes it ideal for:

1. developing an academic programme that is 
complete and co-ordinated 

2. preparing for linguistic certification 
3. promoting self-study
4. promoting interdisciplinary study

After they have completed a full academic year of 
the magazine, students will be able to understand 
the key points of familiar topics regarding the world 
of animals, the joy of reading, the importance of 
solidarity, and topical issues closely related to their 
own interests. They will be able to produce simple texts 
related to familiar topics or personal interests, describe 
experiences and recount events, dreams and plans. 
Moreover, they will encounter cultures different from 
their own, from an interdisciplinary perspective.

A TOT OF ENGLISH’S 
STRUCTURE

1 Each issue is structured around a complete 
teaching unit. This unit includes: an article about 
an app on page 6; a detailed report on pages 7, 8, 
and 9; and a games review on page 14. All of the 
above, will reflect the issue’s main topic. This cyclic 
structure, where the same topics return (in different 
guises) throughout the magazine, is useful because 
it: 

• gives the magazine a strong thematic structure
• supports the memorisation and continuous review 

of vocabulary and grammar structures
• allows students to put into practice what they 

have learnt, by reading articles that are topical and 
related to their own interests

2 In addition to the above, each issue contains 5 
PAGES OF CULTURE AND RECENT TOPICS FROM 
THE ENGLISH SPEAKING WORLD. These are: a 
section dedicated to an area of natural beauty, 
somewhere in the English-speaking world, on 
page 4; advice on events, celebrations and shows 
on pages 12 and 13; and an insert for the English 
edition on page 16. Each of these pages takes an 
active approach, in order to reuse and reinforce 
vocabulary and structures right away.

3 This year, the People section has continued to be 
developed. This section contains an interview with 
a young international star. Over the year there will 
be five entertaining Tests, which facilitate English 
language learning in an engaging way.

As with previous years, you will find the Language 
Portfolio on the final pages of this guide. The portfolio 
will help students take note of the progress of their 
English language learning over the course of the year.
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Month Vocabulary
Comunicative
Functions Grammar

P  A Tot of English overview 2017-2018

September/October

Moments of 
Glory

The vocabulary and 
expressions associated 
with sport and world 
champions from the 
developing world, who 
have fought to succeed.

Reflection about the 
values surrounding 
support, and the 
success that comes from 
hard work and inner 
strength.

• Relative pronouns
• Impersonal ‘you’
• Like + verb(ing)

1

The vocabulary and 
expressions associated 
with the environment 
and with Christmas trees 
(firs and conifers).

Reflection and 
discussion about the 
ways to organise 
a sustainable and 
environmentally-friendly 
Christmas, and to take 
care of Christmas trees.

• Superlative form
• Passive form
• Past Simple

November/December

A Green 
Christmas

2

The vocabulary and 
expressions associated 
with films and songs 
about love, and words 
connected with charity.

Reflection and learning 
about films, music and 
poetry that are about 
love; also focusing on 
charity as a way of 
showing love. 

• Modal verbs
• Question forms
• Present Perfect Simple

February

This is love!
3

The vocabulary and 
expressions associated 
with learning the 
world’s most useful 
languages efficiently.

Reflection about the 
best ways to learn a 
new language, and 
discovery about the 
most widely-spoken 
languages in the world. 

• Prepositions
• Adverbs
• Future forms

March/April

The Tower of 
Babel

4

The vocabulary and 
expressions associated 
with virgin territory 
where humans have not 
yet visited, in a journey 
to the world’s wildest 
places.

Planning an imaginary 
trip to the wildest and 
least known places in 
the world, where nature 
is still untouched.

• Review of 
grammatical 
structures introduced 
throughout the year

May/June

Virgin territory
5
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y  answers

Issue 1 SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER
1A: 1. is, are; 2. doesn’t matter, 
makes; 3. have won, doesn’t feel, 
doesn’t last.
1B: 1. that; 2. who; 3. where; 4. 
that; 5. who; 6. where.
1C: 1. to race: to abandon isn’t a 
synonym; 2. to jump: to wish for 
isn’t a synonym; 3. to win: to digest 
isn’t a synonym; 4. to choose: to 
watch isn’t a synonym.

Issue 2 NOVEMBER/
DECEMBER
2A: 1.a; 2.b; 3.b; 4.a.
2B: 1. Christmas is one of the 
most important celebrations in 
the world; 2. The Spruce is one 
of the most popular trees used at 
Christmas; 3. Plastic is one of the 
most polluting materials for the 
environment.
2C: The student initaitive 
(initiative) ‘Plante (Plant) for the 
Planet’ was found (founded) in 
2007 and originated by (from) 
a schoool (school) report about 
the climite-crisis (climate-crisis) 
written from (by) Felix Finkbeiner, 
where (who) at the time was nine 
years old. In the framework of 
his research he learn (learned) 
about the female Kenyan 
environmentalist and Nobel Peace 
Prize Laureate Wangari Maathai 
who planted 30 millin (million) 
trees around (over) 30 years. Felix 
created a vision at the end of his 
presentation: children in each 
country of the world can (could) 
plant a million trees within our 
(their) country. A single tree take 
(takes) during his (its) lifetime a 
total of about 3 tonnes of CO2 out 
over (of) the air. 

Issue 3 FEBRUARY
3A: 1.do; 2. are; 3. does; 4. is; 5. are; 
6. do; 7. does; 8. is.
3B: I don’t know why I keep 
moving my body
I don’t know if this is wrong or if 
it’s right
I don’t know if there’s a beat, or 
something’s taking over me
And I just know I’ll feel so good 
tonight
I don’t know what your name is but 
I like it

I’ve been thinking ‘bout some 
things I wanna try
I don’t know what you came to do, 
but I wanna do it with you
And I just know I’ll feel so good 
tonight
3C: 1.d; 2.b; 3.e; 4.a; 5.c

Issue 4 MARCH/APRIL
4A: 1. suddenly; 2. effectively; 3. 
generally; 4. slowly; 5. undoubtedly. 
4B: 1. Basque is one of the world’s 
most difficult languages for adults 
to learn. It is only spoken in some 
parts of northern Spain and France. 
2. Latin, considered by many a 
‘dead’ language, is still spoken in 
the Vatican City, where it is the 
official state language. 3. In North 
Africa there is a language called 
‘Berber’ which doesn’t have any 
written form but still survives as a 
spoken language. 4. The world’s 
longest alphabet, with 74 letters, 
is that of Cambodia; while the 
shortest, will 11 letters, is that of 
the Solomon Islands: both hold a 
record! 5. On a certain island of 
the Canaries there is a language 
that consists of whistling; we’re 
talking about a communication 
method used by some shepherds to 
communicate over long distances. 
6. Many believe that others speak 
only one language, but in reality 
half the world’s population can 
communicate in at least two 
languages.
4C: 1.T; 2.F (logograms are used 
in Chinese); 3.T; 4.F (the most 
translated book is The Bible); 5.F 
(for now it translates English, 
French, Italian and Spanish – with 
Chinese, Arabic and Hindi almost 
ready to go); 6.F (one is in Kyoto 
and another in Tokyo); 7.T.

Issue 5 MAY/JUNE
5A: 1. want; 2. are walking; 3. are 
having, like; 4. am going; 5. am 
looking for, need.
5B: 1.PS; 2. PS; 3. PPS; 4. PS; 5. PPS; 
6. PPS; 7. PS; 8. PPS; 9. PPS; 10. PS. 
5C: The Midnight Sun (this takes 
place in the Arctic Circle during 
May and July when the sun never 
sets); The Aurora Borealis (also 
called the Northern Lights – bright 
dancing lights caused by collisions 

between electrically charged 
particles from the sun that enter 
the earth’s atmosphere).

FINAL SELF-ASSESSMENT

Activity 1: 1.b; 2.a; 3.c; 4.b; 5.c.

Activity 2:
exciting: something fun, that 
makes you feel strong emotions
refugees: people who have had to 
escape from their country 
exotic: foreign, not from your 
country
twigs: pieces of tree branches
aspiring: someone who dreams of 
becoming something or someone
masterpiece: something created 
of extremely high quality
learning: study and understanding
hostel: a cheap hotel used by 
young people
blind: people who can’t see
inhospitable: uncomfortable, 
impossible to live in

Activity 3:
1. Talent scouts observe thousands 
of young athletes every year, with 
the goal of discovering future 
champions; they travel around 
the world judging each young 
athlete on his/her technique, 
physical endurance and (above all) 
personality.
2. The tallest tree in the world is 
the largest of the giant Sequoia 
trees, while the widest tree is a 
Montezuma Cypress. Both trees are 
conifers.
3. In some North European 
countries, Saint Valentine’s Day is 
the day of friendship; in Holland 
you give liquorice hearts, whereas 
in Denmark you gift a bouquet 
of white flowers. In Japan, young 
women give chocolates to their 
friends.
4. The five most spoken languages 
in the world are: English, Spanish, 
Arabic, Hindi-urdo and Mandarin 
Chinese.
5. Greenland’s ice cap is reducing 
in size due to global warming – if 
it melts sea levels will rise by 6 
metres!

Activity 4: Free choice. 
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1A Complete the following quotes, by the great tennis champion, Andre Agassi, in his 

autobiography ‘Open’. Insert the verb in the tense indicated.

 1. Remember this. Hold on to this. This is the only perfection there ……….. (to be, Present Simple), the 

perfection of helping others. This is the only thing we can do that has any lasting meaning. This is why we 

……….. (to be, Present Simple) here. To make each other feel safe.

 2. What you feel ………………… (not/to matter, Present Simple) in the end; it’s what you do that …………. 

(to make, Present Simple) you brave.

 3. Now that I ……………….(to win, Present Perfect Simple) a slam, I know something very few people on 

earth are permitted to know. A win …………….. (not/ to feel, Present Simple) as good as a loss feels bad, and 

the good feeling ………………. (not/to last, Present Simple), as long as the bad. Not even close.

1B Complete the following sentences using the correct relative pronoun from below.

 who x2      that x2     where x2

 1. The ball ............. you gave me is great.

 2. The new footballer ......... plays for Chelsea is really talented.

 3. The field ............. we play football every week is too small.

 4. The team ........... is playing us this week is very strong.

 5. They have a new coach ........... is very strict.

 6. The stadium .............. they’re playing is far from here.

1C Choose the ‘odd one out’ from the synonyms of these verbs connected to sport.

to race to jump to win to choose

to challenge
to fight 

to compete
to abandon
to confront

to wish for
to throw yourself

to bounce
to launch yourself
to fling yourself

to get
to digest
to beat

to defeat
to triumph

to prefer
to select
to watch

to distinguish
to pick

Name and surname…………………………………………………………… Class…………………

A Tot of English n.1 P Photocopiable activites

YEAR 2017 - 2018 SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER
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2A Indicate which of the following sentences use the Passive form, following the example below.

 Putting up Christmas decorations.
 a. 5  At Christmas, the Christmas Tree is decorated by my sister and me.
 b.  At Christmas, my sister and I decorate the Christmas Tree.

 1. Opening presents
 a.  This present must be opened by you!
 b.  You must open this present!

 2. Turning on Christmas lights
 a.  My nana turned on her Christmas lights a month ago.
 b.  The Christmas lights were turned on by my nana a month ago.

 3. Making a snowman
 a.  Lisa always uses a carrot, for her snowman’s nose.
 b.  A carrot is always used by Lisa, for her snowman’s nose.

 4. Skiing
 a.  Young ski champions are trained by their instructors in the winter.
 b.  Instructors train young ski champions in the winter.

2B Make sentences using the superlative form.

 1. Christmas, important, celebrations, world

  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

 2. Spruce, popular, trees, used, Christmas

  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

 3. Plastic, polluting, materials, environment

  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

2C Find and correct the 16 mistakes in the story below about the ‘Plant for the planet’ project.

 The student initaitive ‘Plante for the Planet’ was found in 2007 and originated by a schoool report about 
the climite-crisis written from Felix Finkbeiner, where at the time was nine years old. In the framework of 
his research he learn about the female Kenyan environmentalist and Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Wangari 
Maathai who planted 30 millin trees around 30 years. Felix created a vision at the end of his presentation: 
children in each country of the world can plant a million trees within our country. A single tree take during 
his lifetime a total of about 3 tonnes of CO2 out over the air. 

Name and surname…………………………………………………………… Class…………………

A Tot of English n.2 P Photocopiable activites

a.s. 2017-2018 November/December
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3A Insert the correct auxiliary verb (do/does/is/are) in the questions below.

 1.  ...... you know his name?

 2. ....... you ready for your holiday?

 3. ........ she work here?

 4. ........ there a transport strike today?

 5. Where ...... they from?

 6. Why...... you play squash?

 7. When ...... she start work?

 8. ...... he ready?

3B Underline the auxiliary and modal verbs in the lyrics for Start a Fire – a song by John Legend, 

which won an Oscar for best original film score for the film La La Land.

 I don’t know why I keep moving my body

 I don’t know if this is wrong or if it’s right

 I don’t know if there’s a beat, or something’s taking over me

 And I just know I’ll feel so good tonight

 I don’t know what your name is but I like it

 I’ve been thinking ‘bout some things I wanna try

 I don’t know what you came to do, but I wanna do it with you

 And I just know I’ll feel so good tonight

3C Re-read the report This is love! and match the two parts of the sentences.

 1. In the film, La La Land, Los Angeles

 2. Notting Hill tells a sweet story of love

 3. In the short film, The Gift

 4. Love also means loving your neighbour 

 5. Even Toy Story 4, the last in the series,

 a. and helping him or her.

 b.  between bookstore owner Hugh Grant  

 and Julia Roberts.

 c. is a romantic story!

 d. is completely pink with beautiful sunsets.

 e. love is explained through simple pencil  

 drawings.

Name and surname…………………………………………………………… Class…………………

A Tot of English n.3 P Photocopiable activites

a.s. 2017-2018 February
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4A Insert the correct adverb into each sentence, replacing the expression in brackets.

 1. Today everything happened …………………………………… (all of a sudden).

 2. Marta has presented her classroom research …………………………………… (in an effective manner).

 3. …………………………………… (In general), the exam didn’t go badly.

 4. Doctors say it’s good to eat …………………………………… (in a slow manner).

 5. Andrea is …………………………………… (without doubt) the top student.

4B Complete the following sentences that provide interesting facts about the world of languages. 

Choose the right adjective or indefinite pronoun.

 1. Basque is one/any of the world’s most difficult languages for adults to learn. It is only spoken in every/

some parts of northern Spain and France.

 2. Latin, considered by nobody/many a ‘dead’ language, is still spoken in the Vatican City, where it is the 

official state language.

 3. In North Africa there is a language called ‘Berber’ which doesn’t have some/any written form but still 

survives as a spoken language.

 4. The world’s longest alphabet, with 74 letters, is that of Cambodia; while the shortest, will 11 letters, is 

that of the Solomon Islands: all/both hold a record!

 5. On a certain/any island of the Canaries there is a language that consists of whistling; we’re talking about 

a communication method used by few/some shepherds to communicate over long distances.

 6. None/many believe that many/others speak only one language, but in reality half the world’s population 

can communicate in at least two languages.

4C Answer true or false to the following statements. The statements relate to the report you read 

on the various languages from around the world.

            T F

 1. The best way to learn a language is to hear it spoken from childhood. o o

 2. Hindi-Urdu has a logogram writing system.     o o

 3. The best translator in Europe says that the secret is to be curious.  o o

 4. The Little Prince is the most translated book in the world.   o o

 5. The Pilot headset translates into 20 languages.    o o

 6. Book and Bed is located in the heart of New York City.   o o

 7. Mandarin Chinese is the oldest writing system in the world.  o o

Name and surname…………………………………………………………… Class…………………

A Tot of English n.4 P Photocopiable activites

a.s. 2017-2018 March/April
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5A Complete the sentences using either the Present Continuous or the Present Simple form of the 

verb in brackets.

 1. You and I ............... (to want) to visit a few European capitals in the summer.

 2. The young men are enjoying their holiday in Miami. Right now, they ……………………………… (to walk)  

 along the waterfront.

 3. My parents ...........................(to have) their holidays in August this year. They …………………(to like)  

 travelling in hot weather.

 4. I can’t talk now, I .....................(to go) for a run.

 5. Today, I ……………………(to look for) a new car. I ……………….(to need) to visit a lot of car yards!

5B Indicate whether the sentences below use the Past Simple (PS) or the Present Perfect Simple (PPS).

                     PS    PPS

   1. He visited the Blue Grotto last year.       o o

   2. Christopher Columbus was a great explorer.     o o

   3. I’ve visited many cities in Europe.       o o

   4. My grandfather worked as an explorer.      o o

   5. My father has had three different careers.      o o

   6. I’ve always had a pet.        o o

   7. Last summer was really hot.       o o

   8. This summer has been really rainy and cold.     o o

   9. Julia Roberts had made lots of movies.      o o

 10. Marilyn Monroe made many good movies.     o o

5C Complete the following secret codes and discover the names of two natural phenomena that 

takes place in Greenland and other arctic countries.

 A = 	 D = 	 G = 	 I = 	 M = 	 O = K	 S = ò	 U = I	
B = 		 E = 	 H = 	 L = L		 N = n R = è T = S

S
_


_


_ 		


_


_


_

n
_


_


_


_

S
_ 		

ò
_

I
_

n
_

S
_


_


_ 		


_

I
_
è
_

K
_
è
_


_ 		


_

K
_
è
_


_


_

L
_


_

ò
_

Name and surname…………………………………………………………… Class…………………

A Tot of English n.5 P Photocopiable activites

a.s. 2017-2018 May/June
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Name and surname…………………………………………………………… Class…………………

A Tot of English P Photocopiable activites

 Year 2017-2018 - Self Assessment

Did you enjoy reading the reports in ‘A Tot of English’? What 
did you learn? Answer the questions below, count your score 
and read your profile!

1 Select the correct answer. Give each correct answer 1 point.

 1. Why did Abebe Bikila become a legend?

 a.  Because he survived WWII

 b.  Because he was the first African to win a gold medal

 c.  Because he won the title of Best Diver

 2. In Germany, presents were suspended from the ceiling beams: why?

 a.  So children did not steal them

 b.  Because Santa Claus preferred them there

 c.  So that the children could jump for them

 3. The main characters in La La Land are...

 a.  a singer and a painter

 b.  two brothers

 c.  a waitress and a jazz musician

 4. The Harry Potter books are... 

 a.  among the most gifted in the world

 b.  among the most translated in the world

 c.  the most read books in schools

 5. The Mariana Trench is inhabited by...

 a.  very rare animals

 b.  wild animals

 c.  lots of bacteria

Total: 5 marks   Your score: ……
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2 The following words are new terms you’ve learned reading ‘A Tot of English’.  Do you remember 

what they mean? Write the meaning beside each word! Each correct definition is worth one 

point.

exciting: ……………………………………………………..………………………………………………….......

refugees: ……………………………………………………..………………………………………………….......

exotic: ……………………………………………………..………………………………………………….......

twigs: ……………………………………………………..………………………………………………….......

aspiring: ……………………………………………………..………………………………………………….......

masterpiece: ……………………………………………………..………………………………………………….......

learning: ……………………………………………………..………………………………………………….......

hostel: ……………………………………………………..………………………………………………….......

blind: ……………………………………………………..………………………………………………….......

inhospitable: ……………………………………………………..………………………………………………….......

Total: 10 marks   Your score ………………

3 Here are some questions about the reports included in ‘A Tot of English’ this year. Give each 

correct answer 5 points.

 1. What do sports talent scouts do?

  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..........…………

 2. To which species do the world’s tallest and widest trees belong?

  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..........…………

 3. Do you remember a Valentine’s Day custom from around the world?

  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..........…………

 4. Which are the five languages most spoken around the world?

  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..........…………

 5. Why is Greenland’s ice cap diminishing in size?

  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..........…………

Total: 25 marks   Your score: ………………

Name and surname…………………………………………………………… Class…………………

A Tot of English P Photocopiable activites

 Year 2017-2018 - Self Assessment
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Name and surname…………………………………………………………… Class…………………

A Tot of English P Photocopiable activites

 Year 2017-2018 - Self Assessment

 4 Write a brief summary of the article from ‘A Tot of English’ that you enjoyed the most, and explain why  

  you liked it!

 ……………………………………………………………………..........………………………………………………………… 

 ……………………………………………………………………..........…………………………………………………………

 ……………………………………………………………………..........………………………………………………………… 

 ……………………………………………………………………..........…………………………………………………………

 ……………………………………………………………………..........………………………………………………………… 

 ……………………………………………………………………..........…………………………………………………………

 ……………………………………………………………………..........…………………………………………………………

 ……………………………………………………………………..........………………………………………………………… 

 ……………………………………………………………………..........…………………………………………………………

 ……………………………………………………………………..........…………………………………………………………

 ……………………………………………………………………..........…………………………………………………………

Your teacher will mark this!

P Over 35 marks! 
Very well done! You read ‘A Tot of English’ very carefully. You have 
a good understanding of the vocabulary and the grammar; in other 
words.... your English is very good!

P From 25 to 35 marks
Well done! You’ve remembered nearly everything! You could improve 
your score by re-reading the reports from ‘A Tot of English’ you don’t 
recall so well.

P Fewer than 25 marks
Um... not bad, but you’re a bit confused! You should re-read the 
reports. You will see that everything will become much clearer!
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